Climate Alliance

Taking local action on the global climate crisis
A strong alliance

**Facts & figures**

Almost 2,000 members

From more than 25 European countries

Corresponding to almost 90 million people and thus about 22% of the EU population!
Together towards ambitious goals!

Climate Alliance municipalities have each passed a local resolution on membership in which they embrace the association’s goals. These are:

• To strive for a 95% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 compared to 1990 levels, in line with IPCC recommendations.

• To implement effective and comprehensive climate action in accordance with Climate Alliance principles.

• To promote climate justice together with indigenous peoples by supporting their rights, protecting biodiversity and abstaining from the use of unsustainably managed timber.
Successfull climate action needs a systematic approach

Climate action chain

- Set goals (political commitment)
- Develop structures and conditions to act
- Instruments for monitoring and reporting
- Action – provide instruments, campaigns
- Networking
Climate Action Tools

Promoting municipal climate action with climate action tools, such as:

- **Climate Alliance Compass**
  Making local commitment visible and offering orientation in climate action

- **RADar!**
  The citizen driven reporting platform for municipal cycling networks

- **ESG Cockpit**
  Facilitating sustainability reporting in municipal administrations, companies and organisations

- **Climate Protection Planer**

  - The recommended CO2 monitoring tool for Climate Alliance members in Germany
Municipal Campaigns

Inspiring citizens to act on climate with creative approaches!

- **City Cycling**
  Local politicians and citizens cycle for climate action

- **Green Footprints**
  Children collect ‘Green Miles’ for sustainable behaviour

- **Energy Caravan**
  Municipalities motivate citizens to renovate their homes

- **A good life is simple**
  Good examples for more sustainable lifestyles

Climate Alliance
Learning from and with each other in Climate Alliance working groups.

Our working groups bring together interested members from across Europe and foster in-depth discussions on relevant topics including:

- Adaptation
- Financing
- CO2 Monitoring
- Buildings
Emphasising the importance of cities and towns at European level!

Since 2008, Climate Alliance has been the driving force behind this EU initiative and is also an important actor in the global context. The network

- Leads on the development of common reporting framework and data reporting as well as on the topics of climate adaptation, financial strategies and energy poverty
- Coordinates national activities in Italy, Spain, Germany and Belgium
Making the local level heard in policy discussions!

Whether on the global level as an official observer of the UN climate conferences and member of the UNFCC organisation of municipalities or on the European and national levels through position papers and statements – Climate Alliance stands up for the concerns of its member municipalities and indigenous partners!
European & National Projects

Joining forces to advance municipal climate action!

Climate Alliance is involved in a large number of projects – at national as well as the European level. The goal? To advance, promote and strengthen climate action.

Thematically, the network is broadly positioned – from adaptation, energy poverty and deep renovations to climate justice, mobility and renewable energies.

Climate Alliance
Supporting indigenous peoples in protecting the Amazon rainforest!

- **Climate partnerships**
  Promoting partnerships between European municipalities and indigenous communities

- **Delegation trips**
  Enabling municipal representatives to experience indigenous realities first-hand

- **Direct support**
  Providing structural and financial support for indigenous initiatives through Climate Alliance funds

Climate Alliance
CONTACT

Want to know more?
Get in touch with us!

Climate Alliance
T. +49 69 71 71 39 0
E. europe@climatealliance.org

climatealliance.org